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Paragraph 
Editing 

 

Paragraph = a section of writing involving one subject. 

       All paragraphs must have the following: 

 
 

 Topic sentence. 

 ≥6 words per sentence, ≥6 sentences per paragraph. 

 No crime, violence, gore, or fluff (“I hoped you liked my story.”) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The following paragraph is missing a topic sentence, along with other problems. Add a topic 

sentence, then edit and rewrite the paragraph. 
 

Paragraph #1: 

the trail started in missouri and ended 2,170 miles later in oregon An early, incomplete trial was 

created by traders and trapers and the first wagon train left in Eighteen 36. The oregon Trail expand 

over the years to included migration routes to california utah and montana. over 400000 settlers 

farmers minners rancher and familyes used the trail. The trail became nonexistant when the first 

transcontinental raillroad is completed in 1869  

 

 

 What’s wrong with the paragraph? Clancy’s family went on vacation to retrace the Oregon Trail. 

Although the trail no longer exists, his family followed nearby roads and learned about the pioneer 

experience at numerous museums. Edit and rewrite Clancy’s personal journal about the trip. 

Paragraph #2: 

dad Stoped the car at an oregon trail museum in montpelier, idaho As they walked through the 

different rooms, i notice the supplies require for the 4-six month journey. a family of four need 600 

lbs of flour 120 lbs of biscuits and 400 lbs. of bacon. they didn’t have refrigderators so pioneers dried 

meats and friuts, preserving them in bran or salt barrels. adults, childs, and animals would drank 

coffee to disguise the taste of bitter watter found along the Trail. Cow milk could be churned into 

butter simply by hangin it in pails under the bumpee wagon 

 

 Edit and rewrite the first three sentences. Then complete the scene.     

(6-8 sentences) 

Paragraph #3: 

the 4:00 a.m. bugle echo threw the canyon. it was day 97 on the 

orgon Trail and the Night guards begun waking the Pioneers My job is 

to help mother make Breakfast porridge for are family, while the men 

round-up cattle and packing tents…  
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ANSWER KEY 
 
 

Paragraph 
Editing 

 

Paragraph = a section of writing involving one subject. 

       All paragraphs must have the following: 
 Topic sentence. 

 ≥6 words per sentence, ≥6 sentences per paragraph. 

 No crime, violence, gore, or fluff (“I hoped you liked my story.”) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The following paragraph is missing a topic sentence, along with other problems. Add a topic sentence, then edit and 

rewrite the paragraph. 
 

Paragraph #1: 

the trail started in missouri and ended 2,170 miles later in oregon An early, incomplete trial was created by traders 

and trapers and the first wagon train left in Eighteen 36. The oregon Trail expand over the years to included migration 

routes to california utah and montana. over 400000 settlers farmers minners rancher and familyes used the trail. The trail 

became nonexistant when the first transcontinental raillroad is completed in 1869  

        The Oregon Trail is an important part of American history. The trail started in Missouri and ended 2,170 miles 

later in Oregon. An early, incomplete trail was created by traders and trappers, and the first wagon train left in 

1836. The Oregon Trail expanded over the years to include migration routes to California, Utah, and Montana. Over 

400,000 settlers, farmers, miners, ranchers, and families used the trail. The trail became nonexistent when the 

first transcontinental railroad was completed in 1869.  

 

 What’s wrong with the paragraph? Clancy’s family went on vacation to retrace the Oregon Trail. Although the trail no 

longer exists, his family followed nearby roads and learned about the pioneer experience at numerous museums. Edit 

and rewrite Clancy’s personal journal about the trip. 

Paragraph #2: 

dad Stoped the car at an oregon trail museum in montpelier, idaho As they walked through the different rooms, i 

notice the supplies require for the 4-six month journey. a family of four need 600 lbs of flour 120 lbs of biscuits and 400 

lbs. of bacon. they didn’t have refrigderators so pioneers dried meats and friuts, preserving them in bran or salt barrels. 

adults, childs, and animals would drank coffee to disguise the taste of bitter watter found along the Trail. Cow milk could 

be churned into butter simply by hangin it in pails under the bumpee wagon 

Dad stopped the car at an Oregon Trail museum in Montpelier, Idaho. As we walked through the different 

rooms, I noticed the supplies required for the 4-6 month journey. A family of four needed 600 lbs. of flour, 120 lbs. 

of biscuits, and 400 lbs. of bacon. They didn’t have refrigerators so pioneers dried meats and fruits, preserving 

them in bran or salt barrels. Adults, children, and animals would drink coffee to disguise the taste of bitter water 

found along the trail. Cow milk could be churned into butter simply by hanging it in pails under the bumpy wagon. 

 

 Edit and rewrite the first three sentences. Then complete the scene. (6-8 sentences) 

Paragraph #3: 

the 4:00 a.m. bugle echo threw the canyon. it was day 97 on the orgon Trail and the 

Night guards begun waking the Pioneers My job is to help mother make Breakfast 

porridge for are family, while the men round-up cattle and packing tents… 

The 4:00 a.m. bugle echoed through the canyon. It was day 97 on the 

Oregon Trail, and the night guards began waking the pioneers. My job is to 

help mother make breakfast porridge for our family, while the men round-up cattle and pack tents… 
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